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Sempervivum

Long-living plant, that flowers on the ground and 
spawns in circles round itself, whose low and quiet 
center stores a gravity not surpassed by
stone, down to the pith,

and that waits on no sustenance, but still feeds
on both drought and faith, put forth into these leaves, 
as with a new rosette, your not-quite-pink teeth,
your feather-white breath.
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These are the Happiest Days

 Miami

Under this canvas cabana, white bower 
of unadulterated hope, I won’t tell
you these are the happiest days we’ll ever 
pass. Best not to say.

Nothing will come and steal from us this hour 
unless it’s our nagging, aggravating will
to think of things always as worse than they are, 
to cloud up the day,

as it were. Otherwise, it’s in our power
to spend the whole afternoon drinking our fill 
of sun (soaking now through the canvas over 
us) and even say

what’s on our minds a little. Because showers 
do come (look at Cornelia and Raphael – 
just one second and she’s lost him forever).
It’s the normal way

of things to bloom and brighten, then turn sour. 
We haven’t been singled out – we’re not bad souls.
But happiness rarely stays in place. These are 
the happiest days.
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The Poet’s Prayer

 after Horace Odes 1.31

What should the poet say here at Apollo’s
new temple? What should he ask for, pouring new 
wine from the bowl? Not Sardinia’s harvests
or Calabria’s

herds; not gold or ivory from the East; not 
even for that countryside where the gentle 
river Liris grips the earth with her silent 
thread. The gods decide

which farmer gets to trim his vines with the best 
Calenian blades, which merchant gets to drain 
golden chalices of wine just now traded
for Syrian wares.

(A man must be held dear if he can, three or 
four times every year, suffer, uninjured,
the Atlantic.) I grow olives and endives 
and tender mallow:

give to me only what I am ready for,
a healthy heart, and a good mind, so that I
may spend my final days living free from shame 
playing my lyre.
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Marine Display

Blessed with his six jumbo-sized shoulders, the land 
hermit crab knows the art of the hunch, which he 
performs modestly so as to shuttle high
parts he can’t let touch

the ground (a curved, fragile-skinned abdomen and 
such). It is no wonder, with all that body
tucked up in his shell, that those buttress-shaped thighs 
can’t step but to clutch.

Needing grip is something we all understand, 
who carry with us often quite a heavy
load on feet that are prone to trip, which is why 
we love him so much.
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The Country Gambler

You’ll find me in the clover patch from August 
to October, detangling tangled stem from stem, 
inspecting each one over, knowing three
seems four when two stems meet and send a leaf 
from under, or if they cross along the neck then 
six can be the number. And some are tall,
and bent with rain, and overtop the grass,
while others, tiny, clump their leaves in bunches 
thick as moss. (Once, I found a crumpled
one I’d flattened underfoot; discovering
it was lucky, I pressed it in a book.) Though 
shade can turn the leafage blond, and wind
can push the petal-ends to ground and make them 
hard to sort, I wouldn’t cut the searching short.
Nothing’s better than the luck you find.
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An Opportunity

Strolling one morning on a stony
Greek volcano made once again habitable 
by the sea, an agile, slender-framed cat,
a grey and feral-mouthed stray, 
stopped above a wall of plaster-white 
and settled upright there to look about 
the shore, with a twitch inside his ear 
and a lick across his maw, when from 
above him on the bluff, a swallow 
dove across his sight – he leaned
and swiped the bird from flight,
all instinct and speed and desire for plunder, 
as though flying were no inimitable deed, 
and a bird no thing to cower under.
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Kite

It’s hard to say a word these days 
without suggesting the opposite, too, 
as though life itself might also be
a metaphor for life, in which no matter 
what you see, it isn’t really true.
I saw a kite – the bird – above 
me in the park one big and windy
afternoon in New York in the summertime 
just gliding on the air (and how I loved 
him there!) until a gust of autumn came 
and jerked him sideways on the wing
so that I saw that what I saw
had not been bird at all, but feathers, 
glue, and string. Let me tell it
to you straight, tell you exactly what 
I mean: if a man can make so well
a copy of a bird that only wind can prove 
its form, then art’s duplicity’s
the same. The realer it is, the better.


